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Minutes 

Indian Hills General Improvement District 

Board of Trustees Meeting 

District Office 

3394 James Lee Park Rd. #A 

Carson City, NV  89705 

    February 15, 2023 

                                                   Regular Board Meeting 6:00 P.M. 

                                                   
 

Trustees Present: Chairman Dunham, Vice Chairman Stulac, Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano, Trustee 

Siegman, and Trustee Garcia. 

 

Trustees Present via Zoom Meeting: none. 

 

Trustees Absent: none.  
 

Staff Present: General Manager Chris Johnson and Administrative Services Supervisor/Human 

Resources Brooke Thompson. 
  

Others Present: District Counsel Chuck Zumpft, District Engineer Tim Russell, Residents Kathryn 

Clark-Ross, Kathy Waters, Dallas Debrath, Sharon Buckley, Lynn Dement, Dale Morlan, Brian 

Patrick, Tammy James, Ben Walker and Debbie Walker. 

 

Others Present via Zoom Meeting: none. 

 
6:00 P.M. - Regular Meeting 

1. Call to Order    

 Request that Cell Phones and Pagers be turned off for recording purposes. 

 Chairman Dunham called the meeting to order at 6:00PM. 

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance: Led by Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano. 

 

3. Public Interest Comment: none 

 

4. Approval of Agenda 

 

Trustee Garcia requested moving item #10 to before item #5, Trustee Garcia stated that it would  

behoove us to discuss this item before starting the meeting as opposed to in the middle of the  

meeting. Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano seconded. Motion carried unanimously. 

 

10.  Discussion only regarding Resolution 2009R-02, Board norms and procedures. 

Item 10 starts on page 37.  

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated that he hopes you all had a chance to read the board 

norms this is already a policy that has been adopted by the District, they are binding on the 

board. Chuck stated that he does not intent to go through the whole document, all of it but he 
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is certainly happy to answer any questions as might be helpful to help the five of you do 

your jobs and that is what this is about. Chuck stated that he does intend during this to take a 

couple of portions of this to highlight them and the purpose of that is to help you do your 

jobs as trustees. Your job as a trustee is not necessarily straight forward. You individually 

are citizens and residents of the district, and you happen to be a trustee but nothing more. 

Individually you have no more authority or power than any other person in the district. 

Collectively, a majority of at least three run the district, it takes action by at least three of 

you to make anything happen, change policies, to approve items, take any action, or change 

anything on behalf of the district. Page section 2 advocacy, he wants to talk about b. and this 

is hard sometimes, b. states “When representing their individual opinions and positions, 

Trustees shall explicitly state they do not represent the Indian Hills General Improvement 

District, nor will they allow the inference that they do. Often times, historically he has heard 

people requesting on behalf of the district and that they may should request that they do 

something or not do something or issues some statement or decree that appears to be the 

position of the district when it is not. That is a mistake and a violation of the duties and it is 

far outside of your authority. He would encourage each of you to not do those things, if you 

see something like that, that is a problem and you think that a change needs to be made 

within the district, his recommendation is to bring it to the General Manager, have it put on 

the agenda so the full board can address the issue in an open session like this so the full 

board can address the issue to the satisfaction of the board which is how the democratic 

process works. There are no tyrants, kings or queens or bosses, there is a board or there is 

individual trustees. Chuck stated on page 4 C. there are a lot of important points here, they 

are all important, but he is going to discuss several of them individually. The topic is Trustee 

conduct with General Manager and staff, this board has one employee, that employee is the 

General Manager Chris. This board is not the boss of any other staff member/employee, they 

work for Chris. Individual trustees have no authority to direct staff to do anything, that is 

Chris’ job that is why you hired him let him do his job. Staff and employees are insulated 

from the board by the General Manager, let him do his job when things need to be done. 

Trustees should speak directly with the General Manager regarding district business, for 

issues with things Chris will work through the issue and that is how the process works. 

Number 2, the board, through a majority vote, directs the General Manager to implement 

board policy decisions through the administrative functions of the district. So, the same 

thing this is a board acting as a board not individual trustees. This one can be, like all 

politics a little more difficult sometimes, Number 3 Trustees shall respect and adhere to the 

District’s form of government, which is a district operating through a District Manager. The 

Board is the visionary policy maker and the legislative body of the district. The General 

Manager is responsible for implementation of board policies. That means you make the 

rules. You guys vote on an item take your action give that the direction to the General 

Manager and he is the one who implements, you guys are the legislative body, the general 

manager is the executive branch. 5. Trustees have no greater of different access to district 

staff or employees than any other member of the public. Trustees may only use district 

staff’s time to address district business. Personal matters may not be discussed with staff 

during business hours. When it comes to approaching Brooke or the water operator or 

whoever to them you are merely citizens of the district, that is how you should treat them, 

you are not their boss sometimes that is hard to gather. Page 5, remember these are your 

policies, he did not create or pass or dictate these, this board maybe not the five of you, this 

board adopted these back in 2009. 7. Trustees shall treat staff professionally and be 
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respectful of their time. Trustees who require detailed explanations regarding District 

business may speak with staff, ask questions, and receive information by appointment only; 

appointments shall be scheduled through the General Manager. Trustees have no authority to 

direct staff, nor to rally staff support for the goals of individual Trustees. Chuck stated he 

thinks that is self-explanatory he hates to be a preacher to you, again you are not the boss of 

anybody except Chris and then it is a collective boss, not an individual boss. 9. Trustees 

shall not involve themselves with administrative functions, that is Chris’ job and staff’s job. 

They will administer your decision and directions. Page 7 Role of staff C. Staff will not be 

required to debate issues with the public or the board. That is more of a reality check on 

what staff is to do. If one of you has an issue with the way the bookkeeper is doing her job, 

you don’t go to the bookkeeper and tell her how to do her job. You go to the General 

Manager he will handle it, that is his job, he is the one who is responsible for the 

relationship with the district and individual employees. J staff will implement, staff will 

implement all board policies as directed by the General Manager; staff will not implement 

any actions for the district without prior approval of the board and general manager. It is 

back to what the rules are of the legislative body. Page 8 section 7 at the end of A, and this 

happens a lot. Trustees will not direct employees, trustees don’t even direct the General 

Manager, the Board directs the General Manager, and the General Manager directs 

employees. There are a lot of policies and guidance in this resolution, any questions.  

 

Vice Chairman Stulac stated on page 42, when he was campaigning for this position a lot of 

residents felt when they came to the meetings they would say they would come to the 

meeting bring something up an issue and an analogy was given like a puff of smoke. They 

say the issue at public comment and it like a puff of smoke just dissipates, it would not be 

discussed or brought up at all. This was a concern a lot of people had. So, items cannot be 

discussed during public comment, that is good to know. Thank you for bringing that up. The 

next section number 8. Matters raised during public comment shall not be discussed at that 

meeting. The only exception is for placement of the new topic on a future agenda for 

discussion. So, if someone comes up during public comment and he wants to put it on the 

agenda does he say it then or wait until the end of the meeting.  

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft said there are a lot of pieces to that question. That statement 

D. 8. on the bottom of page 42, It is board policy that’s not the law. The open meeting law 

expressly says if an item is brought up during public comment it can be discussed by the 

board, but it cannot deliberated by the board. What’s the difference, not sure, it is a fine line. 

If a member of the public wants to bring something up, the law allows you to discuss it, but 

this policy does not. You can talk about it, but you cannot take action on it. Vice Chairman 

Stulac said but I can request right then that it be put on a future agenda. District Counsel 

Chuck Zumpft stated yes absolutely. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated he discourages 

board commenting on public comment, public comment is limited to that public comment, it 

is not a public conversation with the board. It is an opportunity for any individual to come 

up and share whatever it is they want to share, that is the purpose of public comment. It use 

to be there was no discussion about it but the law has changed and you can discuss it but if 

you do much more than say lets put it on the agenda then he would really discourage that for 

a couple different reasons one, if you were to respond about a three foot fence the person 

hearing that what they are going to hear is that you guys said it was going to be a three foot 

fence when there was not action, vote, it wasn’t even on the agenda. It just leads to 

misconception by the listeners. It is really a path towards a problem. Wherever the line is 
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between discussion and deliberation gets crossed and someone calls us on it, files an open 

meeting law complaint then we have to deal with that.  

General Manager Chris Johnson stated to add to that one thing he did when he served on the 

board is when someone had public comment, they would not discuss it with them, but he 

would make a note of it and then during board correspondence he would bring it back up to 

add to a future agenda.  

Trustee Garcia stated board norms, there are many times there is a motion made before a 

discussion has begun, he thinks that is poor practice. He wants to confirm that it is the 

Chairs role to catch that to have discussion, does chair have the discretion to say we have a 

motion but not discussion has been had so no let’s talk about it more. District Counsel 

Chuck Zumpft stated put of the action, absolutely. Trustee Garcia stated he wanted to clarify 

because this has happened in the past.  

 

Public comment: Resident Linda Dement asked if only the anyone place an item on the agenda or  

just board. Administrative Services Supervisor/Human Resources Brooke Thompson stated anyone  

can request an item be placed on the agenda.  

Resident Brian Patrick stated that there are board trainings, open meeting law training that you 

have.  

to take as new board members. If you have not taken them, you should so you understand.  

 

Board of Trustees further discussion/comment: Trustee Garcia stated somethings are not put on  

the agenda because they are outside the scope of what Indian Hills has authority over.  

Vice Chairman Stulac stated the procedure was very organized through Brooke, they did have  

training and were given books. He has personally been on boards before. It was done very  

efficiently through Brooke. 

Resident Kathy Waters stated the open meeting law is good but then it says closed sessions  

Confidentiality, what would that be.  

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated there is a list of topics where any governing body may  

entertain a closed session, litigation for example.  

 

5. Discussion and possible action to approve a proposal from Lumos & Associates in the 

amount of $9,800.00 for Civil Engineering Services for the South Sunridge Park Dog 

Park. General Manager Chris Johnson stated what you have before you is the proposal from 

Lumos to do the design of the South Sunridge dog park. This is pretty standard for all of our 

projects, this will come out of the $50,000 grant that we were awarded.  

District Engineer Tim Russell stated the proposal is there and he is happy to answer any 

questions.  

Vice Chairman Stulac stated he has worked with a lot of proposals in the past. The lump 

sum charge if something the topography survey takes less time will the amount be less. 

District Engineer Tim Russell stated no they come up with a time that it should take and 

charge based on that. If they are more efficient and get it done quicker, they benefit, if it 

ends up takin them twice as long the district benefits. 

Trustee Garcia stated that he just wants to clarify that the funding is not coming from the 

district, the funds are coming from the grant we received. 

General Manager Chris Johnson stated correct, and to clarify and for transparency we will 

pay for this and then submit for reimbursement from the county.  
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Public comment: Resident Lynn Dement asked who decided we needed a dog park in the first 

place, why is it an issue that this is in the plans. She lives in the area and no one over there will use 

this dog park no one wants to put their dog in the dog park. How many people were in and wanting 

this, was it five people, then people because she can match with a 100 people that don’t want it. 

Lynn stated that it is very unusual to have a dog park in the middle of a residential area. There are 

several houses around there that are going to be impacted with property values, noise issues. Her 

other suggestion is written in stone that it has to be in that area, was there a vote on that.  

Chairman Dunham stated that he can only speak for his knowledge, as far as he knows people on 

that side wanted one and brought it to the board. A lot of people want this. Dale stated last week he 

went over there and saw someone walking their dog and people want it.  

General Manager Chris Johnson stated that this is public comment we cannot talk about this right 

now, when public comment is done, he will talk. Chairman Dunham stated lets be brief on your 

comments here, I know you want to say how much you don’t want the dog park. 

Resident Sharon Buckley stated you don’t know me and what I want to say about the dog park. 

Sharon stated that she lives at 1039 Mica Drive, she has lived here 18 years, she lives right about 

where you are going to put the dog park. She is a frequent user of the dog park on Stephanie Way, 

her personal thoughts, she has a lot of questions and concerns about the location. Sharon stated that 

she has never seen a discussion on this, nothing has come to her as a resident, she thinks this project 

is going to have some serious negative implications for those who live right around it. Does she 

think it is something that we could benefit from, possibly but not in that location. Who made the 

decision to put it there, there is a lot of other open space in that park, like the Smoketree and 

Parkview areas which are wide open and doesn’t back right up to someone’s property. Sharon stated 

where she lives, she happens to oversee that park and she listens to the aggressive dog behavior and 

dog barking 24/7. She can imagine what it will be like when it is full of gods, it will aggravate the 

dogs behind fences. You answered a few questions but who approved something like this. Sharon 

stated maybe she has been remiss in not attending every board meeting, but she thinks something 

like this, she thinks the significance of this project she thinks something be put to the people who 

live in this community to see what they think. Sharon stated most people don’t know anything about 

this, she would hate to see all this money spent and energy put forth on something that put towards 

this on something that may not really be what the residents and property owners who pay property 

taxes want. How will this affect the property taxes will it impact property values. Sharon stated she 

has a list of questions.  

Chairman Dunham stated ok bring your list to Chris, the General Manager he has a lot more 

knowledge about this. He was on the board for 8 years and now he has a lot more answers than 

himself. 

Resident Sharon Buckley stated this is just a comment, all you people have obviously been involved 

in getting it to this point, she would assume. There has been rumors for years. Chairman Dunham 

stated ca we please move on. Chris, she has a lot of questions that you can answer. Chairman 

Dunham stated any other public comment let’s try to be brief. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated 

it is three minutes. 

Resident Kathy Waters stated she is with Sharon she spends a lot of time at the dog park on this side 

there is no doggies in there at the times she there at all hours of the day, there are not dogs that use 

that park. She sees one or two dogs in there. Everyone likes to walk around their dogs in the 

neighborhood, and the frontage road, this is her observation. 

Resident Lynn Dement she agrees with that statement she has seen one dog in this dog park, all the 

money that went into it are we going to find the same thing and she thinks that we will. Her 
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question is she assumes the vote has been taken, and we are getting one regardless of public 

opinion. Can that be overturned can the board vote to overturn that. Chairman Dunham stated he 

does not know. Resident Lynn Demet asked who would know. 

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated of course this board can change past decisions if there are not 

contractual obligations related to those efforts. Resident Lynn Demet stated so it is a done deal. 

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated I don’t know that wasn’t your question. Resident Lynn 

Demet stated how would she request that it be reconsidered. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated 

he believes you just did. Resident Lynn Demet stated ok and what action are you going to take now 

because she asked for it to be reconsidered. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated they will 

consider whether or not they will reconsider this item.  

Resident Tammy James stated that she lives on Placer court, she disputes that this dog park here is 

not used. Tammy stated that she has been retired two years now and this dog park it is used all the 

time. To say that this dog park is not used because of two people is not acceptable, is not acceptable 

to change something that is already in design review, and we have been given a grant to build. Her 

concern is the consideration for changing something that has already been given at the last minute 

because people are saying they were not notified, it has been on the agenda several times, it didn’t 

get this far without being voted on. 

Resident Brian Patrick stated the only suggestion he has is and he is not sure it was done, did 

anyone poll any of the homes around the perimeter of South Sunridge and ask them what they think. 

You want acceptance of the people around it, if you have not polled the people in the area you are 

working with a broken program. You want acceptance of the people who live around it, we could be 

sued, he may be wrong. If you have neighbors who border who we didn’t even ask permission about 

this, he think we have a problem. He may be wrong. 

Chairman Dunham stated with that we are going to stop now. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated 

no, no, no if you have more public comment you have to hear it.  

Resident Lynn Demet stated will this be on the agenda again next month.  

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft he does not believe they are going to commit to that.  

Resident Lynn Demet stated it is her understanding that the money allocated from Douglas County 

were for use for the playgrounds, that they money had to be used there but not specifically for a dog 

park. It can be used anywhere so there are other options to use that money.  

 

Board of Trustees further discussion/comment: General Manager Chris Johnson stated that he 

can provide some history on this. It was on the agenda back in 2018 and has been on agenda 

multiple times about getting a grant for this, it was in the newsletter, we can only get the word out 

so many times to the mass people. Two of those people on the board at this time are sitting in this 

room right now, they deliberated on what was wanted, they talked about bocce ball, a dog park, and 

a few other things. It was decided that a dog park will be put over there. Everything that this board 

does is on an agenda nobody just says we are doing something. This represents the body who 

represents the public, if they the public does not come in it is the boards responsibility to make sure 

they know. This is not a surprise it has been going on for multiple years.  This dog park is used all 

the time, he can produce pictures and attest to that it is used all the time. If a person sees something 

and no one is there that is what they think, if they cannot sit there 24/7 and see it, they can’t say it is 

or isn’t used. Just today at lunch he had his dogs out there and there was at least five people, a good 

indicator is how much this dog park is used is how many dog bags there are used. Three people in 

this room were on the board when this was approved the grant specifies this has to be used for a dog 

park that is what the grant specifies. So, if the board decided to not move forward with this we do 
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not get the money from Douglas County. Trustee Garcia stated the RCT residential construction tax 

money can only be used for parks, but this grant is for a dog park specifically.  

General Manager Chris Johnson stated correct. If you look at the map you will see this dog park 

does not back up to anyone’s property. 

Vice Chairman Stulac Bob stated he just wants to say to Lynn, Sharon, Kath he appreciates their 

comments and coming here. He knows some of you. Bob stated that he would like to add seeing 

some of the discussions on the computer and social media. The record courier had an article in 2021 

from the previous General Manager, the article was quite detail so that is another way it was 

communicated to the public. Mr. Lufrano talked about the issue with the grass or anything not 

growing there. The county spoke about it before about the increase popularity of dog parks. Bob 

stated before he was elected he came to a meeting and at that time shared Kathryn’s ideas to use the 

money for this dog park. There were three or four people came in and spoke for the dog park, and it 

was a hazard to come to this side of the highway so they would have to drive over here, he would 

say to you all. Sitting on that side he changed his opinion, he heard from resident who want the 

park. He wishes you would have come to that meeting. Dogs are supposed to be on leashes at that 

park, if anyone is letting their dog loose it is against the district rules. To him he thinks people want 

this and it is a benefit, dogs get to run loose. He is not a big animal person, but he thinks it is a big 

nice thing some people are excited about a dog park. Some people think their property values will 

increase because of the dog park so you have to think about both sides. As a non-dog person 

everywhere, he goes he sees dogs, they want to bring them everywhere. Bob stated he thinks the 

rise of dog parks has been going on for a while now, it is a popular trend. He use to work as 

inspector for restaurants, issues with dogs in restaurants. Bob stated the perspective of dogs has 

become in his opinion and he is not a dog owner and he wont become one a lot of people want more 

and more rights for their dogs. Dog parks to him seem like a popular trend. 

Trustee Garcia stated that he doesn’t have a dog in this fight either, his community has 61 homes, 

and you can see how many people have bought bricks because they want a dog park. For every 

person you have who says they do not want a dog park there you have other who do. Yes, there are 

kids playing there and could be a health issue if there is feces on the ground. It is the community at 

large that this park serves not just the people across the street, around it. Robert stated it was a 

matter of equity we had so many people wanting the dog park who went to Fuji park anyone on this 

side says great we have a dog park, the dog owners on that side do not. Those are some of the 

perspectives, it has been debated and discussed. This does not need to become a battle it needs to be 

healthy debate. It is not that the board doesn’t listen, the fact is they have been listening to our 

constituents the whole time they went through this process, it is only now that the negative is 

coming out.  

Vice Chairman Stulac stated to your defense he expects to see hours of operation posted, you don’t 

want people at the park at 9 or 10 at nigh so you are not disrupted in the early morning and late 

evening.  

General Manager Chris Johnson stated all of our parks have hours of operation, they close at sunset. 

Trustee Garcia stated what would be the impact to the district should we delay this item to have an 

open meeting and discussion on this.  

District Engineer Tim Russell stated there would be no impact, no increase in price. It would just be 

a delay in moving the project forward. 

No motion made. 

Trustee Garcia stated that he recommends that we bring this forward to another meeting so the 

public can have a chance to voice their opinions and concerns, there are many unrepresented 

members here that should be here to voice their opinion before the board moves forward on this. 
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This item tabled at this time. 

 

Break 7:08 

Reconvene 7:13 

 

6. Discussion only on the Buy-A-Brick program, status update and reintroduction for 

new board members.  

Trustee Garcia stated he thought it would be a good idea to bring this up, to let the new 

board members know what was approved before they came on the board. The prior board 

agreed to allow them to start fundraising for bricks to help beautify the dog park. As 

mentioned, before he has $780 in checks of support for dog owners who are going to put 

bricks in that park. That is at a cost of $29.99 per brick so that is a significant number. Dale 

you may have some other money, how much.  

Chairman Dunham stated yes, he has $600 that has come in and total of $1,009 in pledges, 

he will pick up checks tomorrow. 

Trustee Garcia stated his point there is, the support seems to indicate that we have $3,000 in 

pledges and about $1,500 in actual checks that is indicative of the support we have from the 

community for putting in a dog park. He just wanted to bring this forward so the new board 

can ask any questions, basically a status update. What they are trying to do is meet at least 

50 bricks to get the $29 that is not the suggested price of $100, they are opening this to the 

community for less, they are not trying to make money out of it. We are well on our way to 

get this started. Tim Russell stated said we can actually double the amount of the 50 brick 

and not impose on the grant and project. The proof of concept we are hoping to do in other 

parks not just for dog parks, this is a proof of concept to show what can be done so we can 

do more beautification projects around the district.  

Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano stated that she recalls someone saying that there was some kind 

of $500 on the table if the board donated then someone else would do the $500.00, is that 

still on the table. 

Trustee Garcia stated yes, there was a member of the public who said they would match 

each board donation of $100 up to $500.  

Chairman Dunham stated that was him, he is working very closely with Robert on this 

because he is much better at this. 

Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano stated I know you were talking numbers in dollar amounts but 

how many bricks do we have.  

Trustee Garcia stated ballpark just his numbers 20 from the public towards the 50 plus 

whatever Dale and 6 corporate sponsors at $99, it is higher to offset the cost for the public.  

Chairman Dunham stated that he has 14, Robert has 20 and I have 14 so about 34. 

Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano stated so we have 34 to just get it started, correct. 

Trustee Garcia stated yes to do the pilot program. It was just put in the newsletter last week, 

hopefully the public will engage if we want to. We could double it from 50 to 100 and easily 

incorporate it. Checks are being made out to Indian Hills for safe keeping.  

Vice Chairman Stulac stated if he wanted to do that a board member, he would write a check 

and submit it to Brooke. Trustee Garcia stated correct. 

Chairman Dunham stated that he has 10-12 people who have taken the flier, because talking 

to Robert he knows what he needs now. He has Home Depot, a glass company from Reno 

that he delt with for 35 years, people love dogs.  
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Public comment: Resident Sharon Buckley stated on this map for the proposed diagram of the dog 

park where do you intend to put the bricks. 

Chairman Dunham stated at the entry to the actual dog park. 

 

Board of Trustees further discussion/comment: Vice Chairman Stulac stated what appeals to him 

is that his loving mother who died a few years ago his intention is to get one for his mom, because it 

is for dogs or loved ones. 

General Manager Chris Johnson stated he wants to reiterate this is a pilot program to start the buy a 

brick program, like Trustee Stulac said he is going to buy a brick for his mom the design is to have 

bricks in different multiple areas, eventually we will have it in different areas. 

Chairman Dunham stated it really started when Kathryn Ross wanted to plant a tree, he was 

involved years ago with the train depot, they bought a brick for his father-in-law. So, it doesn’t have 

to be for a dog. It is laser impressions; he believes there are enough people who want to remember 

someone or an animal.  

 

7. Discussion only to review existing loans, interest paid/debt service and opportunities 

for acceleration of debt. 

Trustee Garcia it should say acceleration of debt retirement. Robert stated that he had Stacie 

print this out it was not in your packet, but he felt it was important for the board to have this. 

For infrastructure of 3.3 million. What he is hoping to be able to and would like to do when 

we look at our reserves, we should look at the interest rates we are currently paying. If we 

are paying more in an interest rate, then we should look at retiring that debt in the long run it 

makes more sense. We should retire that early if we can. He doesn’t want to act on it he just 

wants the board to look at it. He feels it is important. 

Trustee Siegman stated it begs more discussion. 

Trustee Garcia stated is that your suggestion and request to bring it back for action. Any 

questions you have we should discuss now. We can ask Chris to talk to the accountant and 

get our next lowest balance of debt and how soon is it going to be retired and how much will 

it be to pay it off. 

General Manager Chris Johnson stated January 2026, balance $334,762. 

Trustee Garcia stated so there is a balance there that we could theoretically pay off, but we 

have to get permission from the state to pay it off. If the board agrees we can ask for that 

information for the next meeting. 

Trustee Siegman stated is it detrimental to pay this debt off in a tax situation or to continue 

to pay the interest. Would it impact the GID’s potential to get a state bond or something in 

the future are there negative impacts to pay it off early as opposed to paying the interest.  

Trustee Garcia stated we have done this before, the state approved it and at that time it was 

not detrimental but would have to find out the circumstances of that debt. 

Vice Chairman Stulac stated what Robert is suggestion is a very good idea if we could save 

the money on interest, it would be great. It may save money and that may help us decide. 

Chris one thing that he wants to point out is those are enterprise fund balances and that 

would have to come out of the water or sewer funds.  

Trustee Garcia stated we don’t have to take action on it once they have the facts, he just 

wanted the board to understand where our debt was, and you will see where the dollars 

might be available to do that if not in the next month certainly earlier then when it is due and 

payable in the whole time frame. 
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General Manager Chris Johnson stated one thing that he recommends, he commonly does 

this with Stacie is run an analysis on what scenarios would look like. she is very good at that 

he can get that done to give us some numbers on what it would look like to pursue those 

scenarios. 

 

Public comment: Resident Brian Patrick stated you are coming up against a street program that you 

are going to spend a lot of money out of water and sewer funds on. If you decide to pay something 

off and then you can’t pay for the street project, consider where you are depleting a fund that you 

may need later on. 

Chairman Dunham stated that would come from Stacie. 

 

Board of Trustees further discussion/comment: General Manager Chris Johnson stated yes, we 

do have a big project coming up. You will see later in the board packet we will be opening bids for 

the Indian drive project that will take a significant amount of money from water reserves and sewer 

reserves, that will play a big factor in what we can do.  

Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano stated is that is already earmarked from this fiscal year. General 

Manager Chris Johnson stated actually from last fiscal year. 

Vice Chairman Brian Patrick stated Brian he appreciates his comment, and you can bet he will be 

looking at that, that is their job. 

Trustee Garcia stated he agrees, that is something that they need to consider. This item is not meant 

to be brought up for action immediately because there is a lot to be discussed and evaluated. It was 

brought up for the board to look at it and be aware of it. 

 

8. Discussion only to review existing investments, earnings, and opportunities to improve 

return on investments. 

Trustee Garcia stated that he asked Stacie to put this together to show what the last 12 years 

of rate reserves have been. From 2011-2014 there was nothing in rate reserves for water or 

sewer. This board, the previous boards and the previous General Manager have done a great 

job, set up a great reserve program, to get us in a position where we actually have reserves 

available to be able to not only take care of our future but have a reserve to replace, have 

parts on hand and put the district in a position where they can actually take care of their 

selves. Imagine that that is something he must point out, they are working to catch up from 

something that happened 40 years prior. As of 2015 when we started, we had $30,000 look 

at where we are at now, we have 1.1 million in water and 1.3 million in wastewater. Let’s 

say, let’s assume for a minute, we are earning money market rates that are a fraction of a 

percent. Has there been any catastrophic events that have happened recently since you have 

been a board member and the GM. General Manager Chris Johnson stated he thinks that is 

why we have those bonds because of catastrophic failures and us not having the money to do 

it ourselves. Trustee Garcia stated forgive him if he is wrong but that was because of lack of 

maintenance and attention. General Manager Chris Johnson stated and lack of funds and 

planning. John Lufrano really stepped up and started this program and put the district in this 

place. The time since he was on the bard he has not seen anything catastrophic failures. We 

had an investment planner come in and approach us. His biggest concern is let’s say we put 

$500,000 in an investment a three-month CD and next week we have a failure how much 

will it cost us to get our money out, is there a penalty so we could invest and loose on our 

reserve money.  
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Trustee Garcia stated let’s say the board decided $75,000 out of our 1.3 million dollars was 

a reasonable amount to put into CD’s, we could put $25,000 into a three month CD, a month 

later put another $25,000 into a three month CD, a month later put $25,000 into a three 

month CD so we would after three month we would have $25,000 rolling off every month. 

So our risk is $25,000 but our return on a three month CD would be eight times what we are 

getting now in our money market. He wants the board to get the information and consider 

what a reasonable amount is. The likely hood that we would need all of the 1.3 million. It is 

a risk to a degree, but it is not like the stock market, CD’s are guaranteed money.  

General Manager Chris Johnson stated Robert as you are discussing this these numbers are 

not real numbers, we have the rest of the SCADA project and the Indian drive project 

coming up, we are looking realistically water at $600,000 and $375,000 in waste water, as of 

July 1. As soon as we start the Indian project. 

Trustee Garcia stated so $75,000 would be 10% of the balance is that a reasonable risk. 

What he is trying to do is sunshine the possibilities that this board has to be good stewards, 

they are chartered to be good stewards of the finances, infrastructure our resources, water 

parks this is just one way we can do that. He is not saying we should do it; he wants the 

board to start thinking about this so when we have the numbers and information from Stacie, 

we have thought about it. Robert stated that he thinks they owe it to our constituents to be 

good stewards of money. 

Vice Chairman Stulac stated he agrees with Robert 100%, he owns a lot of CD’s, what is 

really nice is and comforting is that we could make some money before the project starts. 

They are a very good tool, money market rates are way up, they are rivaling with some 

CD’s. They will look at all of that, he swore the oath of office a few months ago they will 

make sure we do things that are safe.   

General Manager Chris Johnson stated that one thing he would like to do is meet with our 

waste water and water managers to see what the cost of what it would be if a catastrophic 

issue comes up. 

Vice Chairman Stulac stated most the CD’s you just loose interest not your principal, they 

are very safe. They are guaranteed return.  

 

Public comment: none 

 

Board of Trustees further discussion/comment: none 

 

9. Discussion and possible action regarding traffic calming devices to control speeding in 

Indian Hills GID. 

Vice Chairman Stulac stated on page 16, This agenda item originated from his campaigning 

for the IHGID Board Trustee. (He went around both sides of the neighborhood door to 

door). The overwhelming concern from the district residents not just on the side he lives on 

but this side too, was speeding. Residents pleased with him to get speed bumps installed or 

some equivalent device to help slow people down when driving. He has done some 

extensive research on this topic to include: 1. Reviewing past board meeting minutes and 

found speeding complaints from residents in 2015, 2016, 2017 and he was told the board 

discussed it again in 2020/2021. 2. He has included attachment – 1, Traffic calming report – 

Canada, did a great study in their Country, he found online they get a lot of snow up there, 

attachment 2 – bid for an asphalt speed hump – Nevada Paving bid was around $3,000 - 

$3,500 and attachment 3 – plastic speed hump cost around $1,470. 3. He spoke with Jon Erb 
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(Douglas County Transportation Engineer) a very nice gentleman, he was very impressed he 

called him back within an hour after leaving a message which is not very common with 

State government or County government he was super helpful as well as and Tim Russell 

(District Engineer), Tim took a lot of time to give him an understanding of terminology used 

and talked with him at length on this issue. He feels a speed study is the first step we need to 

take to assess the problem and confirm that excessive speeding is an issue. A speed study is 

very different from a traffic study. Tim Russell said Chris Johnson can ask Douglas County 

to use their “counters” and put them on problematic roads (i.e., Mica Dr., S. Vista Grande, 

Smoketree and N. Sunridge Dr.). None of these streets are listed as failing or poor condition 

on the IHGID pavement management condition survey. This is important so if we do install 

speed humps, etc., we don’t do it on a street that will be repaired soon. Note: NO cost to use 

the counters! If counters are not available, Tim R. can arrange study (cost?) If the speed 

study demonstrates excessive speeding is occurring, then we should consider installing 

traffic calming devices (e.g., speed humps). Research notes: 1. S. Sunridge Dr./N. Sunridge 

Dr. is NOT a designated alternate route per Jon Erb; therefore, the district could put speed 

bumps, etc., on Sunridge Drive. 2. Per Jon Erb, GID’s can put speed bumps in without 

Douglas County approval or the need to do a traffic study. Traffic studies are required when 

proposing a “Stop Sign.”  3. Per Tim Russell, putting in a stop sign as a speed control 

measure is very costly – to do the traffic study $5,000 – $15,000! 4. We have $2,600 in the 

budget for signage if we install speed humps – signs would be required.  

    

District Engineer Tim Russell stated the cost would for four roads would be about $3,000 it 

would count the vehicles and an approximation of speed.  

Vice Chairman Stulac stated there was some misconception about south Sunridge drive 

being a designated alternate route, Job Erb stated it is not people may use it as a default 

route. We have our own discretion to put something in if we want to, we do not need 

Douglas County approval or a traffic study for speed bumps. The speed study is to see if 

speeding is really a problem or not. He thinks if a speed study comes back as a problem, 

then we can put in a speed bump, that way he has something to say to people. He thinks it is 

a win, win whatever the results are. Lastly stop signs are not a good idea because if there is a 

major accident we could get sued and it could be denied by the planning department and the 

Douglas County commissioners. We might waste $10,000. Mica is difficult because of the 

slope. We have $2,600 in the budget for signage, if we do get the speed study done and 

install a speed hump, we would need to install signage. We have money for the signs if 

needed. He feels a speed study is the first step to take to assess the problem and confirm if 

we have an excessive issue. 

General Manager Chris Johnson stated that he spoke with Jon Erb a bit about this, one he 

asked Jon about us using their speed study equipment the answer was a solid no. He also 

said he would not authorize speed humps anywhere on county roads, they have proven to be 

ineffective in their studies. A speed study will give us the hard data on that, again he can tell 

you there is a white Subaru that always speeds on Amador drive, but he can’t tell you how 

many do the speed limit on Amador because that one might Subaru catches his attention, the 

other ones done even phase him. That is the value of the traffic system it was comforting to 

him to hear you say that it might just be a perception thing. With the grade on Mica that is 

why there is a chicane on Vista Grande. The $2,600 in the budget is earmarked, it is for 

Mica drive the flashing cross walk signs right now they are more than the budget, they will 
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be going in this spring. That is a trouble spot at the top of Mica the sun blinds them in the 

morning.  

Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano stated Bob thank you for bringing this up because she thinks it 

is something we need to look into and get more information on. As she was going through 

this and reading through this, she kept going back to the same thing, there it is a root cause 

to this and that is people driving too fast obviously not obeying the traffic laws. She has 

heard, she was not able to confirm this but she has heard that it is possible to contact the 

sheriff’s office and ask them to do additional patrolling in the area, they may ask for 

payment, if we ask them to remain or work overtime. She is wondering if because we are 

talking about doing due diligence and getting more information on this maybe we can throw 

some funds in for the next fiscal year budget. The point is if we were to have DCSO come in 

here at random times and random places she knows for herself eventually she will be trained 

on that she will start slowing down in general because she does not know when or where 

they are going to be just that there is a possibility that they will be there. We just went 

through the snow plowing issue, how will speed humps or speed bumps effect snow plowing 

in the district, she is assuming it becomes a problem. She is not saying that she is for or 

against speed humps at this point. Vice Chairman Stulac stated the Canadian report actually 

talks a lot about that and it has not been a big problem. These are not sharp ones they are 

gradual ones, they have great success with these and that is why he attached the Canadian 

report. Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano stated she is going to throw herself under the bus on her 

drive to work every day she will on occasion drive through a neighborhood that has speed 

humps, and she has figured out for herself to just go around those out into the gutter area. 

These are important things as we start thinking about it, if we do install speed bumps or 

humps there may be some unintended consequences it might force people to cut across Mica 

or into another area of the neighborhood, we just need to think about all of those things. 

Vice Chairman Stulac stated we have a new neighborhood development coming in on North 

Sunridge, we could look at it two ways the thousands of people coming and that is out of our 

district, they come flying up South Sunridge maybe if we have that they will go another way 

so it could work to our advantage for that neighborhood. Jon Erb believes it is an 

enforcement issues, which is getting the Sherriff’s office involved however they can’t be 

everywhere all the time. He is looking at all this information, several of the elderly have 

seen, they drive by so fast they can barely see the color or the car. The Sherriff’s office 

wants to know a lot the color who’s driving so it is tough. He promised residents he would 

bring this up, during his campaigning he is not saying that this will be the solution, but it 

would be smart the speed study for $1,500-$3,000. He would like to ask Chuck from a legal 

standpoint, let’s say we get that done or let’s say we don’t get it done and there is an 

incident that someone dies from a speeder and that attorney looks at all of our board meeting  

minutes and says you guys have been aware of this for years would you not agree Chuck 

that a study that says that speeding is not an issue would that help us in a legal case. District 

Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated yeah but I am not worried about such a legal case. Vice 

Chairman Stulac stated ok you’re not. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated our streets are 

constructed according to state standards and regulation. 

Vice Chairman Stulac stated he just thought from a commonsense standpoint that the study 

will do two things for the people out here and the residents that voted for him wanted us to 

look into it, he thinks the boards job and you read earlier Chuck this whole section of this 

document you went through, and one is that we are to be a voice for the people. This has 

been a concern for years it has been brought up and from his vantage point and listening to 
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everything we cant do that it is unfortunate. When he was at the state for 30 years he wrote a 

lot of resolutions the goal he always had was we have to find a middle ground. There are 

people who don’t want bumps there are people who are demanding them and we have to 

find a middle ground, that is what he is trying to do. The speed study might be all we do but 

if we don’t do that, he feels like we are letting the residents down in his personal opinion.  

Trustee Garcia stated thank you for all your points, he thinks they are all valid points. It is 

also a valid point that Douglas County doesn’t have any speed bumps anywhere that says a 

lot, your study is from Canada, he’s not saying it isn’t worth anything, but do we have any 

studies from Nevada. General Manager Chris Johnson stated actually you do there is a 

handout on the table from Sparks. Trustee Garcia stated ok he will look at that in a minute. 

So, we do have something from Sparks but Douglas County doesn’t have any anywhere and 

if we put a speed bump somewhere to address and issue where we measure and then there is 

an alternate route and cut through a different area that neighborhood complains we put a 

speed bump there and then they cut through in another area we put a speed bump there so 

where does it stop. What is the burden on the district if this rolls out of control. That is a 

what if scenario just something to think about other thing is, he agrees we should evaluate 

but he is not sure of the method to evaluate. The speed control thing what does that cost the 

district to buy it to be able to do our own studies in perpetuity versus having to rent it. 

General Manager Chris Johnson stated he doesn’t even want to guess on that, but he would 

imagine it is well above the $1,500 that Tim is quoting us. Trustee Garcia stated but we are 

going to have Tim do it on three roads and then he is going to have to reset it on other roads 

and other roads. There is something that maybe not everyone is aware of  before he became 

a board member he got his HOA involved, the district and some residents involved to come 

together and put in a speed flashing light on South Sunridge that gives you immediate 

feedback. His understanding is that we should have a service tied to that where we can 

report times of day and the speed that people come through there to be able to tell DCSO 

when it is bad. That is an opportunity to evaluate and deal with the enforcement issue. It is 

an alternative he is not saying that speed bumps are not the answer or an alternative but 

those are the things that he is thinking about. He knows it is not 100% the ownest of the 

district, if you have a complaint like he did with his community, the partnered with the HOA 

who put in money, private citizens put in money, the district put in money they put a cross 

walk over by Long drive, the golf course said they would contribute. He is willing to go 

back to the Mica offices and try to get them to provide money to put in better cross walks on 

Mica. We already have set a precedence that community involvement works. It is also a 

matter of pride saying I contributed to that and not putting the burden entirely on the district. 

Those are his thoughts, there is a lot to evaluate, and he is not sure that personally he is at a 

point where he can extrapolate from this data something to make a decision on or take action 

on tonight because there is a lot to absorb but we are on the right track. 

Vice Chairman Stulac stated Robert The Springs golf course area they do have speed humps 

in that area if anyone wants to see them. He likes them, it controls the speeding it seemed to 

be effective in The Springs so if anyone wants to take a drive down there.  

Trustee Garcia stated you can’t it is private property. They don’t do snow removal because 

of the speed bumps they don’t remove snow they treat the ground with salt or chemical to 

melt the snow so. 

Trustee Siegman stated that is something for consideration they can remove the speed 

humps for wintertime. 
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Public comment: Resident Brian Patrick stated his concern is school busses rolling over speed 

bumps someone could run into a school but, second you are arguing about a concept right now. Are 

you going to do a study traffic for traffic calming devices are you going to study this. Then you can 

discuss the specifics. 

Resident Lynn Demet stated the sheriff’s department is the best most cost-effective way to go, they 

can bring the speed trailer out is great. that is the way to go. Sometimes they don’t follow up on that 

and get the enforcement out there. Demand that they come out, radar works very well. 

Resident Dallas Devetine stated that he moved here nine years ago because it is a rural county. He 

likes Robert’s discussion about how to fund this, the big town he came from went through this 

about 15 years ago. It is important there are all kinds of issues to consider. Finding out where we are 

it is the place to start rather than just installing speed bumps. The kind of speed bump you are going 

to install is a big deal, another thing they did was they had a section where you could opt out of 

speed bumps being installed on your street.  

Resident Sharon Buckley stated she lives at the end of Mica where everything converges, she chose 

to live there it was a lot quieter when she moved in 18 years ago. It was mentioned that you are 

going to install a flashing cross walk right there she would support that cross walk sign she would 

not support a stop sign. It is a nightmare right now trying to back out of her driveway. She has been 

observing the device here for 15 years it moves all around, no one pays attention to it. It doesn’t 

help, it hasn’t been effective. If there was a tool that records the speed and maybe send a letter. A 

speed study that will not only document the volume of traffic that they are experiencing there, but 

the speed also, the time of day would be great. She would fully support something like that.  

Chairman Dunham stated we all agree that people speed everywhere in the district is way out of 

control, he hopes the sheriff’s will be out here more and handing out tickets. We need to figure out 

something. 

Resident Sharon Buckley stated we do have a cooperative effort with DCSO, they were going to be 

more involved in this community and that has not come to fruition, and they don’t have the funding 

to put someone out there.  

 

Board of Trustees further discussion/comment: Vice Chairman Stulac stated he just wants to 

clarify the roads in Indian Hills are not Douglas County roads, Jon Erb made it very clear that the 

GID can do whatever we want. So, if the traffic speed study we can do whatever we want, speed 

humps and speed tables are not aggressive they are so small. Will people still speed on them 

possibly yes, we can put them in our streets. Jon said he does not like them in Douglas county but 

we can put them on our roads. So, to clarify they are District roads, and we can do what we want.  

District Engineer Tim Russell stated a speed study basically goes out and tells you what the traffic 

volumes are and what the typical speeds are. What he has seen happen in the past because there is a 

perception or maybe reality of speeding, the results he has seen were the speeds were below the 

speed limits, so it verifies the reality of what is happening over an extended period of time.  

Chairman Dunham stated Chris is he wrong he has been told that Vista Grande cannot have any 

speed kind of humps or interruption because of emergency vehicle traveling that road and also the 

County owns that road. Mica to Vista Grande is County 

General Manager Chris Johnson stated it depends on which section you are talking about, Mica 

from 395 west is county, Mica from 395 east is ours. Vista Grande is ours. A good way to know if it 

is our road is if there is a sidewalk it is the district’s if it doesn’t have a sidewalk, it is county. 

Chairman Dunham stated that is emergency travel route and can’t have them speeding, it is a 

problem. 
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General Manager Chris Johnson stated on the study from Sparks it shows the advantages and 

disadvantages of each. It was a surprise to him speed humps and bumps will increase noise 

pollution, homes tend to complain about the noise from the speed bumps. Speed bumps are only 

truly effective for 100 feet before and 100 feet after and emergency vehicles have to slow way 

down, and it can damage emergency vehicles. Those are things you want to take into consideration. 

Trustee Garcia stated that he remembers having a discussion a while back when John was here, they 

talked about dips, they talked about the same issue with snow removal the consensus at that time 

was it was not a good idea because of road maintenance and snow removal. District Engineer Tim 

Russell stated the challenge with dips is they fill with snow and ice and all sorts of things. Trustee 

Garcia stated thank you Tim, he believes the issue here is bad news travels fast. We have had a lot 

of good things happened in the last 12 years, once people start getting a ticket news will travel fast, 

people will stop speeding, they will spread it word of mouth. Enforcement is the main issue a traffic 

study may do that. The speed trailer how much was it and does it record the speed so we can report 

that to DCSO, if we really do have an issue with an area like Mica, we can do the cross walk. The 

interactive signs are a permanent versus a one time we get continuous feedback on that. Can you 

confirm that we can get data on the one on south Sunridge if we are going to pay for over time, we 

want to make sure they are out here at the right times. We need to evaluate the district on data 

driven decisions not perception driven decisions.  

General Manager Chris Johnson stated he will contact DCSO to see what our options are and what 

the cost would entail.  

Chairman Dunham stated with that piece of equipment can you take a picture and send them a 

ticket. 

General Manager Chris Johnson stated no we cannot enforce that, but it will show us the speed.  

 

No action taken; this item was tabled for further discussions. 

 

11. Discussion only regarding Indian Hills acceptance of ownership and maintenance of 

new roads. 

Trustee Garcia stated last year the board accepted maintenance unfortunately he was not 

here, and his voice was not heard, we accepted maintenance of a new road from a new 

development off Plymouth. His concern is we can’t take care of our roads now we are doing 

our best with our roads now, we could have refused and declined that. It was the advice of 

our Engineer and General Manager that we do not accept and he wasn’t in the room so he 

does not know exactly how it happened but we accepted it. What he is hoping to come out of 

this is to have a resolution or policy by the district so that essentially not make it impossible 

but under certain circumstances we do. It is unfortunate it happened because now we have 

spread ourselves a little thinner on our road maintenance it is a new road so we don’t have to 

worry about it for a while but when it does need to be repaired it will take away from other 

roads. He just had to bring it forward, he doesn’t want to dwell on it. It was a previous 

board’s decision not this body. If we could bring forth a policy or a guideline, memo of 

understanding something that will help future boards not to do the same thing if they agree 

that we should not take on more roads. He doesn’t even know there would be a possibility of 

an additional development but because there could be a possibility, he thinks we owe it to 

ourselves to set some kind of guidelines.  

Chairman Dunham stated if he remembers right that was something that was done before, 

when they first started breaking up the five acres. He believes it slipped through the cracks. I 

am going to acknowledge Brian. General Manager Chris Johnson stated no you have to open 
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public comment before the public can get up and comment. Chairman Dunham stated I 

believe he was around when this happened and though he would have pertinent information 

on how this happened. 

 

Public comment: Resident Brian Patrick stated he believes you approved it a few months ago when 

Mr. Bekhoff was here because part of the argument was, he is paying taxes here in this area, so you 

accepted that. That is what you do they, you accepted that they are putting in a fire hydrant too if he 

is correct. You guys yes you have to look at things, maybe you make a resolution one of the things 

you have to consider is people paying taxes into the district that is one of the provisors you have to 

deal with. 
 

Chairman Dunham stated ok anything else from the board. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated 

you need to ask if there is any additional public comment.  

 

Board of Trustees further discussion/comment: Trustee Garcia stated that he happens to live in  

an HOA and so do 100 other houses they pay taxes, but they take care of their own roads, it is not a  

requirement that the district take care of a road just because they are developing here. There is  

nothing that says we have to do that, there are 61 homes in L’Adagio, The Cottages and they aren’t  

even a gated community but it’s development and they take care of their own roads so he doesn’t  

agree that because somebody a developer is building something in our district and are paying taxes  

that we are required to accept their roads.  

Trustee Siegman stated and we are not. Trustee Garcia stated in November. Trustee Siegman stated  

with contingencies for curb, gutter and sidewalk and he didn’t want to do that, the developer did not  

want to do that. That was part of the contingency if he wants us to take care of them, he needs to  

build them to the district standards. We haven’t accepted them, yet he might not put in curb, gutter  

and sidewalk. There was some misunderstanding between the developer and Douglas County. 

Chairman Dunham stated he believes that he told him that it is his job to do his homework and  

know what he needed to do. Dale stated do we know, or do we not know if we accepted the roads  

because he was against it. He doesn’t know if it was approved or what. 

Vice Chairman Stulac stated just related to this item. He thinks they all need to be aware of future  

things. The new homes across from Chevron, he noticed the new homes could we have tagged the  

developers to redo a road or something. Usually, you can do that and make them responsible for  

certain things.  

General Manager Chris Johnson stated there are five homes there. That was quite a few years ago. 

He is not sure if we can do that or not. 

Chairman Dunham open public comment. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated you already did 

that. Chairman Dunham yes public comment. Administrative Services Supervisor/Human 

Resources Brooke Thompson stated you already did public comment Dale.  

Trustee Garcia stated we are done you just did all that Dale. 

 

12. Reports to the Board: 

a. General Manager Report  

General Manager Chris Johnson reviewed his report with the Board. Chris 

stated you saw in his report the Record Courier article they finally got the 

easement to move forward with the Vista Grande extension. It is not in the 

district, so we have no in it, and it does not connect directly into Vista 
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Grande, the district. It goes into the side of target there he does not see an 

increase of traffic through the district. People will have an option to turn left 

to 395 or right into the district, people are not going to want drive through 

the district at 25mph. 

Trustee Siegman stated so they are not going to realign Vista Grande on the 

north side.  

Chris stated no. Chris stated also you see the Indian drive project it is 

advertised now, they have a pre bid meeting next week, the bids will be due 

in early March and will bring the bids back to the board in March. We held 

off on doing this last year to see what the future brings hoping pricing will go 

down, it did stay level. The Engineer’s estimate is the same, the good news is 

we have put more money into our reserves since then. He is more 

comfortable with it had we gone forward last year our sewer reserves would 

have been depleted and he is not comfortable with that. One thing that is not 

in his report. The Fire Wise applications are done, and we are approved she 

will be in next week to take a tour of the district to look at the homes with 

shake roof to see if we can get a grant. Trustee Garcia stated that he is 

working with L’Adagio to get the assessment for the Fire Wise in those 

communities. Vice Chairman Stulac stated the next consumer confidence 

report according to Brooke will be available in July is those results already in 

your hands because it was done last year General Manager Chris Johnson 

stated he does not have them in his hands but he can see where they are. Vice 

Chairman Stulac stated he asks because a lot of his background is water and 

reviewing sites that have been contaminated. There has been an increase in 

our nitrates not a lot but in 2018 3.5, 3.8 in 2019, 4.0 in 2020 and 2021 4.1, 

the standard if you are not aware is 10 and these numbers are going from 3.5 

to 4.1 but nitrates were a problem in a lot of the areas he worked in within 

Douglas County like Ruhenstroth he is wanting to know he is anxious and 

curious to see the numbers now. If it goes down good, but if it goes up then 

we have issues. Do we have pollution, he wanted to bring that to your 

attention. General Manager Chris Johnson stated a lot of our nitrate problems 

come from Jacks Valley area that are on septic. Vice Chairman Stulac stated 

so we have some septic nearby, if people don’t know what happens with the 

ground water is ground water is always flowing in the ground a particular 

grade and direction so looking at the hillside here the water flow is probably 

coming from the top of the hill down which would mean you could bring 

those contaminants down. We will watch it what you don’t want to do is wait 

until you get to 10 and take action, if it goes up he would bring up an item to 

look at this you want to try to address and minimize things before they get 

bad. Trustee Garcia stated thank you for bringing that up he would not have 

caught that. 

1. Administrative  

General Manager Chris Johnson reviewed the administrative report 

with the Board. 

2. Water   

General Manager Chris Johnson reviewed the water report with the 

Board. 
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3. Wastewater  

General Manager Chris Johnson reviewed the wastewater report with 

the Board.   

b. District Accountant Report  

General Manager Chris Johnson reviewed the accountant report with the 

Board.  

c. Engineer Report  

District Engineer Tim Russell stated he has nothing to add, Chris has already 

talked about it.  

d. Attorney Report  

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated that he has nothing to report. 

 

Public comment: None. 

 

13. Discussion and possible action to approve Draft Minutes from the January 18, 2023, 

Board Meeting. 

Public comment: None. 

 

Vice Chairman Stulac motioned to approve Draft Minutes from the January 18, 2023, Board 

Meeting. Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano seconded. Motion carried unanimously. 

 

14. Chairman and Trustees Reports, Correspondence 

Under this item the Board Members will briefly identify relevant communications 

received by them before the meeting, or meetings attended, or potential business of the 

district. No action will be taken on any of these items, but a member may request 

such item or topic be placed on a future agenda. 

Trustee Garcia stated he handed out this report from the Record Courier about even with the 

severe stormageddon we are still in a moderate drought or best case abnormally dry situation 

the reason why he brought this forth it goes back to being a good steward of our dollars and 

resources, water is one of our most important resources. It is his belief that if you have 

money that is the time to start saving money, when you have good water resources it is the 

time to start saving them and not wait until you get to a point that you have to react. With 

that it also ties into water conservation and being very careful with watering in the district.  

Vice Chairman Stulac stated he would like to make a request based on Brian Patrick’s 

request at the last meeting, he asked the board, and it doesn’t seem like anyone responded, 

he asked if the snow removal protocols and policies can be reviewed by the board. So, he is 

asking now to put the snow removal protocols and policy on the next meeting agenda so the 

board can review the language in there.  

Trustee Garcia stated he thinks we should be proactive as a board and start bringing back 

policies at every meeting, one a month maybe the oldest one first. We can get input on the 

public. If the board agrees we can bring back one a month so we don’t react we can be 

proactive. Vice Chairman Stulac stated maybe we can get a list of policies, so we know if 

there are ten or fifty of them to determine which one to start with.  

Chairman Dunham stated so do we have a motion to bring the snow removal policy back. 

Administrative Services Supervisor/Human Resources Brooke Thompson stated you don’t 

need a motion, Dale. 
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Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano stated she just want to say that she was able to take a tour of the 

GID she quite a bit, she was able to meet several staff with Chris there. She was very 

impressed that many of the staff have come up through the ranks and there is an active plan 

for succession. She wanted to thank Chris for putting that stuff in place. She received two 

comments through some volunteer work she does, one update the website for events and to 

have additional tools for snow removal. This person talked literally mentioned some type of 

vehicle that goes around shooting up the snow with a second vehicle behind it. She is not 

saying if she agrees or disagrees, she is just sharing the information shared with her. As the 

recently elected Secretary/Treasurer here at Indian Hills GID she has been able to go into the 

District office on a regular basis and she just once again wants to state that the office staff 

work so, so hard in there they are always busy so she just wants to throw out a kudos for 

them. Last, they did do some board training she knows this was a question earlier. As newly 

elected officials they did some board training and she just thinks it was extremely helpful 

and like one other Trustee said Brooke sent it via email, very efficient and organized just 

want thank all the staff, and the office staff they work their behinds off. Administrative 

Services Supervisor/Human Resources Brooke Thompson stated real quick all of our events 

are on the website under scrolling news and event pages. Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano stated 

yes, she knows it is there. General Manager Chris Johnson stated we are looking at options 

to bring the website in house and update it, it is on the to do list.   

 

11. Adjournment 

 

Trustee Garcia motioned to adjourn the meeting. Secretary/Treasurer Lufrano seconded. Motion 

carried unanimously. 

 

 

Meeting adjourned at 9:10P.M. 
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Secretary/Treasurer  
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